NODE-BASED QOS IMPROVEMENT MECHANISMS

Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms in a network can be broadly divided into two categories: QoS improvement and QoS provisioning mechanisms. A QoS improvement mechanism can be defined as any mechanism that improves the general performance of the network. Although less obvious than QoS provisioning mechanisms, QoS improvement mechanisms are very important in enabling the network to provide satisfactory service to end users. They allow the network to accommodate more users and reduce the cost of data transmission.

This chapter focuses on QoS improvement mechanisms located at a node in an OBS network. A survey of the current state-of-the-art, including optical buffering, deflection routing, burst segmentation, wavelength conversion and channel scheduling is presented. Then two channel scheduling algorithms that take advantage of the offset times, a unique feature of OBS, to give good performance are presented in detail.

2.1 Contention Resolution Approaches

Since a wavelength channel may be shared by many connections in OBS networks, there exists the possibility that bursts may contend with one another at intermediate nodes. Contention occurs when multiple bursts from different input ports are destined for the same output port simultaneously. The general solution to burst contention is to move all but one burst “out of the way”. An OBS
node has three possible dimensions to move contending bursts, namely, time, space and wavelength. The corresponding contention resolution approaches are optical buffering, deflection routing and wavelength conversion, respectively. In addition, there is another approach unique to OBS called burst segmentation.

### 2.1.1 Optical buffering

Typically, contention resolution in traditional electronic packet switching networks is implemented by storing excess packets in Random Access Memory (RAM) buffers. However, RAM-like optical buffers are not yet available. Currently, optical buffers are constructed from Fibre Delay Lines (FDLs) [1, 2, 3]. An FDL is simply a length of fibre and hence offers a fixed delay. Once a packet/burst has entered it, it must emerge after a fixed length of time later. It is impossible to either remove the packet/burst from the FDL earlier or hold it in the FDL longer. The fundamental difficulty facing the designer of an optical packet/burst switch is to implement variable-length buffers from these fixed-length FDLs.

Current optical buffers may be categorised in different ways. They can be classified as either single-stage, i.e., having only one block of parallel delay lines, or multi-stage, which have several blocks of delay lines cascaded together. Single-stage optical buffers are easier to control, but multi-stage implementations may lead to more savings on the amount of hardware used. Optical buffers can also be classified as having feed-forward or feedback configurations. In a feed-forward configuration, delay lines connect the output of a switching stage to the input of the next switching stage. In a feedback configuration, delay lines connect the output of a switching stage back to the input of the same stage. Long holding time and certain degrees of variable delays can be easily implemented with a feedback configuration by varying the number of loops a packet/burst undergoes. However, each loop causes some loss in signal power. Therefore, a packet/burst cannot be stored indefinitely in a feedback architecture. In a feed-forward configuration, delay lines with different lengths must be used to achieve variable delays. This architecture attenuates all signals almost equally
because every packet/burst passes through the same number of switches. Hybrid combinations of feedforward and feedback architectures are also possible [4].

Based on the position of buffers, packet switches fall into one of three major categories: input buffering, output buffering and shared buffering. In input-buffered switches, a set of buffers is assigned for each input port. This configuration has poor performance due to the head-of-line blocking problem. Consequently, it is never proposed for purely optical implementation. In output-buffered switches, a set of buffers is assigned to each output port. Most optical switches emulate output buffering since the delay in each output optical buffer can be determined before the packet/burst enters it. Shared buffering is similar to output buffering except that all output ports share a common pool of buffers.

Due to their hardware-saving characteristics, multi-stage and/or shared-buffered architectures are predominant in optical switch proposals. Figure 2.1 shows two single-stage, shared-buffered switch architectures [5] with feedforward and feedback configurations where $N$ and $B$ are the number of input ports and the number of FDLs, respectively. They both contain an FDL pool that is shared among all output ports. In the feedforward configuration, packets/bursts may be delayed only once, whereas the feedback configuration allows them to be delayed multiple times. Since the FDLs are optical fiber themselves, it is possible for them to hold multiple packets/bursts of different wavelengths simultaneously [6]. However, this comes at the expense of increased complexity in scheduling algorithms. Compared to single-stage buffer architectures, multi-stage counterparts [7, 8, 9] are much more complex. They contain several primitive switching elements connected together by FDLs, usually in a feedforward configuration. Multi-stage buffers can achieve buffer depth of several thousands.

Recently, optical buffers based on slow-light delay lines have received considerable interest [10]. In slow-light delay lines, light is slowed down using a variety of techniques such as electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), population oscillations (POs) and microresonator-based photonic-crystal (PC) filter. In principle, these techniques can make the group velocity approach zero.
(a) Feedback shared-buffered architecture

(b) Feedforward shared-buffered architecture

Fig. 2.1. Single-stage optical buffer architectures. ©[2006] IEEE.

However, very slow group velocity always comes at the cost of very low bandwidth or throughput. Therefore, slow-light delay lines are still not practical in optical switches that have to handle very high data rates.

In summary, despite the considerable research efforts on FDL-based optical buffers, there remain some hurdles that limit their effectiveness. Firstly, by their nature, they can only offer discrete
delays. The use of recirculating delay lines can give finer delay granularity but it also degrades optical signal quality. Secondly, the size of FDL buffers is severely limited not only by signal quality concerns but also by physical space limitations. A delay of 1 ms requires over 200 km of fibre. Due to the size limitations of buffers, optical buffering alone as a means of contention resolution may not be effective under high load or bursty traffic conditions.

2.1.2 Deflection routing

Deflection routing is a contention resolution approach ideally suited for photonic networks that have little buffering capacity at each node. If no buffer is present, deflection routing is also known as hot-potato routing. In this approach, if the intended output port is busy, a burst/packet is routed (or deflected) to another output port instead of being dropped. The next node that receives the deflected burst/packet will try to route it towards the destination. The performance of slotted deflection routing has been extensively evaluated for regular topologies such as ShuffleNet, hypercube and Manhattan Street Network [11, 12, 13]. It is found that deflection routing generally performs poorly compared to store-and-forward routing unless the topology in use is very well connected. Nevertheless, its performance can be significantly improved with a small amount of buffers. Between slotted and unslotted networks, deflection routing usually performs better in the former since the networks can make use of the synchronous arrival of the packets to a router to minimise locally the number of deflections. Nevertheless, such deflection minimisation can also be done to some extent in unslotted networks using heuristics [14]. This brings the performance of deflection routing in unslotted networks close to that in slotted networks.

For an arbitrary topology, the choice of which output links to use for deflected bursts/packets is critical to the performance of the network. The existing deflection routing protocols can be divided into three categories: fixed alternate routing, dynamic traffic aware and random routing. Fixed alternate routing is the most popular approach. In this method, the alternate path is either defined on a
hop-by-hop basis [15] or by storing at each node both the complete primary path and the complete alternate path from itself to every possible destination node in the network [16]. Fixed alternate routing can yield good performance on small topologies. However, selecting a good alternate path becomes difficult on large topologies due to the tight coupling between subsequent burst loss probabilities, traffic matrices and network topology. Traffic aware deflection routing takes into consideration the transient traffic condition in selecting the output links for deflected bursts/packets [17, 18]. It becomes similar to load balancing, which we will address in Chapter 5. Random deflection routing [19] appears to strike the right balance between simplicity of implementation, robustness and performance. In this approach, bursts/packets carry in their header a priority field. Every time a burst/packet is deflected, its priority is decreased by one. Normal bursts/packets on their primary paths can preempt those low priority ones. Thus, the worst-case burst/packet loss probability of this method is upper-bounded by that in standard networks.

To apply deflection routing to OBS networks, the problem of insufficient offset time must be overcome. This problem is caused by a burst traversing more hops than originally intended as a result of being deflected. Since the offset time between the burst and its header decreases after each hop, the burst may overtake the header packet. Various solutions have been proposed [16], such as setting extra offset time or delaying bursts at some nodes on the path. It is found that delaying a burst at the next hop after it is deflected is the most promising option.

Deflection routing may be regarded as “emergency” or unplanned multipath routing. It might cause deflected bursts to follow a longer path than other bursts in the same flow. This leads to various problems such as increased delay, degradation of signal quality, increased network resource consumption and out-of-order burst arrivals. A better method to reduce congestion and burst loss is probably planned multipath routing, or load-balancing. The topic of load balancing will be discussed in chapter 5.
2.1.3 Burst segmentation

Burst segmentation [20, 21] is a contention resolution approach unique to OBS networks. It takes advantage of the fact that a burst is composed of multiple IP packets, or segments. Therefore, in a contention between two overlapping bursts, only the overlapping segments of a burst need to be dropped instead of the entire burst. Network throughput is improved as a result. Two currently proposed variants of burst segmentation are shown in Figure 2.2. In the head-dropping variant [20], the overlapping segments of the later arriving burst, or the head segments, are dropped. On the other hand, the tail-dropping variant [21] drops the overlapping segments of the preceding burst, or the tail segments. A number of strategies to combine burst segmentation with deflection routing have also been discussed. Comparing the two variants, the tail-dropping approach results in a better chance of in-sequence delivery of packets at the destination. Burst segmentation is later integrated with void-filling scheduling algorithms in [22, 23]. A performance analysis of burst segmentation is presented in [24].

2.1.4 Wavelength conversion

Wavelength conversion is the process of converting the wavelength of an incoming signal to another wavelength for transmission on an outgoing channel. In WDM, each fibre has several wavelengths, each of which functions as a separate transmission channel. When contention for the same output wavelength happens between some bursts, the node equipped with wavelength converters can convert all except one burst to other free wavelengths. Wavelength conversion enables an output wavelength to be used by bursts from several input wavelengths, thereby increasing the degree of statistical multiplexing and the burst loss performance. As the number of wavelengths that can be coupled into a fibre continues to grow, this approach becomes increasingly attractive. For example, with 32 wavelengths per link, the burst loss probability at a loading of 0.8 is about $4 \times 10^{-2}$. With 256 wavelengths per link, the burst loss probability drops to less than $10^{-4}$. 
Although optical wavelength conversion has been demonstrated in the laboratory environment, the technology remains expensive and immature. Therefore, to be cost-effective, an optical network may be designed with some limitations on its wavelength conversion capability. Following are the different categories of wavelength conversion:

- **Full conversion**: Any incoming wavelength can be converted to any outgoing wavelength at every core node in the network. This is assumed by most current OPS and OBS proposals. It
is the best performing and also the most expensive type of wavelength conversion.

- **Sharing of converters at a node:** Converter sharing [25, 26, 27] is proposed for OPS/OBS networks. It allows savings on the number of converters needed. However, the drawbacks are the enlargement of the switching matrix and additional attenuation of the optical signal.

- **Sparse location of converters in the network:** Only some nodes in the network are equipped with wavelength converters. Although this category is well-studied for wavelength-routed networks, it has not been widely considered for OPS and OBS networks due to the poor loss performance at nodes without wavelength conversion capability.

- **Limited-range conversion:** An incoming wavelength can only be converted to some of the outgoing wavelengths. Various types of limited-range converters for OPS networks have been examined [28, 29, 30]. It is shown that nodes with limited-range wavelength converters can achieve loss performance close to those with full conversion capability.

### 2.2 Traditional Channel Scheduling Algorithms

Since the large number of wavelengths per link in WDM offers excellent statistical multiplexing performance, wavelength conversion is the primary contention resolution approach in OBS. In this approach, every OBS core node is assumed to have full wavelength conversion capability. When a header packet arrives at a node, the node invokes a channel scheduling algorithm to determine an appropriate outgoing channel to assign to the burst. Channel scheduling plays a crucial role in improving the burst loss performance of an OBS switch. A good scheduling algorithm can achieve several orders of magnitude performance improvement over a first-fit algorithm. Because of its importance, channel scheduling in OBS has been the subject of intense research in the last few years.

In the JET OBS architecture, each burst occupies a fixed time interval, which is characterised by the start time and the end time carried in the header packet. Therefore, channel scheduling can be
regarded as a packing problem wherein the primary objective is to pack as many incoming bursts onto the outgoing channels as possible. This problem is complicated by the fact that the order of the header packet arrivals is not the same as the arrival order of the bursts themselves. Thus, bursts with long offset times are able to reserve a channel before those with shorter offset times. Their reservations fragment a channel’s free time and produce gaps or *voids* among them that degrade the schedulability of bursts with shorter offset times. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3 where the numbers inside the bursts indicate their header arrival order. Although all six bursts can theoretically be accommodated, burst 6 cannot be scheduled because of the channel fragmentation caused by the other bursts. Many channel scheduling algorithms have been proposed to deal with this problem. In this section, a survey of some traditional channel scheduling algorithms is given.

### 2.2.1 Non-void filling algorithm

Non-void filling algorithm is the simplest type of channel scheduling algorithms. It is named Horizon [31] and Latest Available Unscheduled Channel (LAUC) [32] by two independent research groups. In order to maximise processing speed, it does not utilise voids caused by previously scheduled bursts to schedule new bursts. Instead, it only keeps track of the *unscheduled* time, which is the end time of the last scheduled burst, for each channel. When a header arrives, it assigns to the burst the channel with the unscheduled time being closest but not exceeding its start time. The idea is to minimise the void produced before it. This is illus-
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Fig. 2.4. Examples of channel assignment using: (a) non-void filling algorithm (Horizon or LAUC), and (b) void filling algorithm (LAUC-VF)

Illustrated in Figure 2.4(a) where \( t_1, t_2 \) and \( t_3 \) are the unscheduled times. Channel \( C_3 \) is selected to schedule the new burst because \( t - t_3 < t - t_2 \). By storing the unscheduled times in a binary search tree, the two algorithms can be executed in \( O(\log W) \) time, where \( W \) is the number of wavelengths per link.

2.2.2 Algorithms with void filling

Void-filling algorithms [32, 33] utilise voids to schedule new bursts to improve burst loss performance. They keep track of every void on the outgoing channels and check all of them as well as unscheduled channels when an incoming burst needs to be scheduled. Latest Available Unused Channel with Void Filling (LAUC-VF) [32] is perhaps the most popular OBS channel scheduling algorithm to date. When an incoming burst needs to be scheduled, LAUC-VF
Fig. 2.5. Comparison of LAUC-VF and its variants: (a) LAUC-VF, and (b) LAUC-VF variants

calculates the *unused* time of each available channel, which is the end time of the burst preceding the incoming one. The channel with the unused time closest to the start of the incoming burst is selected. This is illustrated in Figure 2.4(b) where $t_1$, $t_2$ and $t_3$ are the unused times. Channel $C_1$ is selected to schedule the new burst because $t_1$ is closest to $t$. Since the unused times for each burst are different, LAUC-VF has to recalculate all of them for each new burst. Using a binary search tree structure, each unused time calculation takes $O(\log N_b)$, where $N_b$ is the average number of scheduled bursts per channel. Thus, LAUC-VF takes $O(W\log N_b)$ to execute.

A drawback of the basic LAUC-VF algorithm is that it may select an unscheduled channel to schedule a new burst even though suitable voids are available because it bases its decision only on the unused times. This problem is illustrated in Figure 2.5(a) where
LAUC-VF selects channel 2 for the new burst because $t - t_2$ is smaller than both $t - t_1$ and $t - t_3$. This creates more voids and degrades performance. An LAUC-VF variant [34] that solves the problem is to give priority to channels with voids, thus minimising the number of voids generated. A further refinement of LAUC-VF [35] is to compare all the voids that would be generated and choose the channel that will give minimum voids. In the illustration in Figure 2.5(b), the first variant will schedule the new burst on either channel 1 or channel 3 while the second variant will only choose channel 1 since $t - t_1 < t - t_3$ and $t_4 - t' < t_5 - t'$. Parallel processing and associative memory can be used to implement LAUC-VF and its variants to reduce the time complexity [36].

Another implementation of LAUC-VF [37] is called Minimum Starting Void (Min-SV). Min-SV has the same scheduling criteria as LAUC-VF. However, it uses an augmented balanced binary search tree as the data structure to store the scheduled bursts. This enables Min-SV to achieve processing time as low as that of Horizon without requiring special hardware or parallel processing.

2.3 Burst-Ordered Channel Scheduling Approach

A common characteristic of the traditional channel scheduling algorithms is that they schedule incoming bursts in the order of their header packet arrivals. Therefore, the bursts with long offset times are able to reserve a channel before those with shorter offset times. Their reservations fragment a channel’s free time and produce voids among them that degrade the schedulability of bursts with shorter offset times. To address the root of this problem, it is required that a node schedules incoming bursts in the order of their actual arrivals. In that case, the voids will have no negative effect on burst scheduling because by the time a void is generated, all the bursts in that region have already been scheduled.

The most popular method to implement the burst-ordered scheduling approach is to delay the processing of headers that arrive early (bursts with long offset times) in order to collect information from the headers that arrive later (bursts with short
offset times). In the batch scheduling variant [38, 39], a node collects multiple burst headers and makes scheduling decisions for all of them at one go. In the delayed scheduling variant [40, 41], the node delays burst headers for a certain period and sorts them according to their burst arrivals. However, in both variants, the inherent conflict between the need to delay headers and the need to forward headers early to give downstream nodes sufficient processing times prevents the burst-ordered scheduling concept from being fully realised.

Dual-header OBS (DOBS) [42] is another method to implement the burst-ordered scheduling concept. In this method, information about each burst is carried in two separate headers: the service request packet (SRP) header and the resources allocated packet (RAP) header. The SRP header originates from the ingress node and carries service requirement information such as offset time and burst length, which allows intermediate nodes to calculate the time interval that the incoming burst will occupy. Upon receiving an SRP header, a node records the information contained within the header and passes it onto the next downstream node. Later, just before the corresponding data burst arrives, the node makes a scheduling decision for the burst and sends the scheduled channel information to the next node in an RAP header. This method resolves the conflict in the batch scheduling and delayed scheduling methods and fully realises the burst-ordered scheduling concept. However, it has the problem of phantom reservations since a SRP header is sent to the next node before the scheduling decision is made. Therefore, it is possible that the burst is dropped at that node while the SRP header continues to make reservations at downstream nodes. Those phantom reservations caused by bursts dropped at an upstream node lock up resources at downstream nodes, which could be used for other bursts.
2.4 Burst Rescheduling

Burst rescheduling\(^1\) [43, 44] attempts to approximate the burst-ordered scheduling concept. It helps to improve the burst loss performance and at the same time achieve low computational complexity. The key idea of burst rescheduling is to reschedule an existing scheduled burst to another wavelength to accommodate an incoming burst. This is possible as requests arrive dynamically and a header packet reserves wavelengths well before the arrival of its corresponding data burst. The benefit of burst rescheduling is illustrated in Figure 2.6. In this scenario, the new burst, which cannot be scheduled by LAUC-VF, can be scheduled after

---

burst 3 is moved to another free wavelength. It is to be noted that rescheduling does not affect any ongoing traffic. Rescheduling a burst on a link requires changes in the control setting in both the end nodes of the link. Therefore, whenever rescheduling is successful, a special “NOTIFY” packet is sent to the next node to notify it about the changes, for e.g., wavelength for that burst so that the receiving node will do the necessary settings.

Rescheduling algorithms can be developed based on two approaches. These are single-level rescheduling and multi-level rescheduling. Single-level rescheduling involves the rescheduling of only one

Fig. 2.7. Illustration of multi-level rescheduling.
burst to another available wavelength to accommodate a new burst. The example illustrated in Figure 2.6(b) falls under this category. In multi-level burst rescheduling, several bursts are rescheduled one by one in sequence to other available wavelengths in order to accommodate a new burst. As shown in Figure 2.7(a), no wavelength is available for the new burst if single-level rescheduling is used. Multi-level rescheduling can reschedule burst 4 from $W_2$ to $W_3$ followed by rescheduling burst 2 from $W_1$ to $W_2$ to free wavelength $W_1$ to accommodate the new burst, as shown in Figure 2.7(b). Multi-level rescheduling is expected to provide better performance than single-level rescheduling. However, from the computational complexity point of view, multi-level rescheduling is more complex than single-level rescheduling. This is because a multi-level rescheduling algorithm needs to determine an appropriate order (among several possibilities) in which different bursts are to be rescheduled in sequence. Since the objective is to achieve low computational complexity, single-level rescheduling is generally preferred.

2.4.1 Burst rescheduling algorithms

On-Demand Burst Rescheduling (ODBR) algorithm

As the name suggests On-Demand Burst Rescheduling (ODBR) algorithm considers rescheduling of an existing burst only when a burst fails to be scheduled to any of the wavelengths. The algorithm works in two phases. When a new burst arrives, phase 1 is executed to select a suitable free wavelength using LAUC. If no wavelength is available, phase 2 is called to check if any of the existing bursts can be moved to a new wavelength to enable scheduling of the new burst. The algorithm examines the wavelengths one by one. For a given wavelength, it checks if the last burst can be moved to any other wavelength and determines the void created. After examining all the wavelengths, it chooses the one which possibly creates the smallest void after migration.

The pseudo-code of the algorithm is given in Table 2.1. The new burst is assumed to arrive at time $t$. The latest available time of wavelength channel $W_i$ is denoted by $t_i$. 
Table 2.1. ODBR algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use LAUC to find a suitable wavelength for the incoming burst. If no such wavelength is found, call phase 2. Otherwise, exit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1: For every wavelength $W_i$ and out-wavelength $V_i$, determine if $V_i$ is valid. Out-wavelength $V_i$ is said to be valid if the last burst on $W_i$ can be moved to $V_i$ and the new burst can be scheduled to $W_i$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2: If no valid out-wavelength $V_i$ exists, the new burst is dropped. Otherwise, choose wavelength $W_p$ that has a valid out-wavelength $V_p$ and is the latest available wavelength after rescheduling among all the valid out-wavelengths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3: Reschedule last burst on $W_p$ to $V_p$. Assign new burst to $W_p$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4: Send a special NOTIFY header packet to notify the next node about the change in wavelength of the rescheduled burst.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A simple example shown in Figure 2.8(a) and (b) helps to illustrate how ODBR works. Phase 1 fails to assign any wavelength to the new burst as shown in Figure 2.8(a) and phase 2 will therefore be invoked. Wavelength $W_1$ and $W_3$ both have a valid out-wavelength $W_2$. Therefore, rescheduling of the last burst from $W_1$ or $W_3$ to $W_2$ would make a wavelength available for scheduling the new burst. In order to optimize the performance, ODBR chooses the best wavelength which has the latest available time. In this case, the void formed by the new burst on $W_3$ by rescheduling the burst from $W_3$ to $W_2$ is the smallest compared to the void formed at $W_1$ by rescheduling the burst from $W_1$ to $W_2$. Therefore, $W_3$ is the best wavelength. The last burst on $W_3$ is rescheduled to $W_2$ and the new burst can be scheduled to $W_3$ as shown in Figure 2.8(b).

The complexity of ODBR is as follows

- **Phase 1 - Scheduling**: ODBR examines the information of one burst on each wavelength. Phase 1 runs in $O(W)$ time in the worst case.
- **Phase 2 - Rescheduling**: Phase 2 has the worst case complexity of $O(W^2)$ time since it examines the last burst on each wavelength for rescheduling to one of the other wavelengths.
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(a) The new burst cannot be scheduled.

(b) The last burst on $W_3$ is moved to $W_2$ to accommodate the new burst on $W_3$.

Fig. 2.8. Illustration of multi-level rescheduling.

Since the complexity of LAUC-VF is $O(KW)$ with $K$ being the average number of scheduled bursts per wavelength, the complexity of ODBR will be more than LAUC-VF if $W > K$. However, since ODBR is called only when a burst is dropped (usually less than 10%), the overall processing complexity remains better than LAUC-VF. It therefore has the advantage of low complexity similar to LAUC.

**Aggressive Burst Rescheduling (ABR) algorithm**

As shown in Table 2.2, the ABR algorithm also has two phases. However, it is different from the ODBR algorithm in that phase 2
Table 2.2. ABR algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use LAUC to find a suitable wavelength $W_p$ for the incoming burst. If no such wavelength is found, drop the burst. Otherwise, assign wavelength $W_p$ to the new burst and call phase 2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1: For every wavelength $W_i$ other than $W_p$ determine if the last burst can be rescheduled to $W_p$ and also the void created at $W_p$ after rescheduling. If such rescheduling is possible for a wavelength, it is said to be a valid in-wavelength for $W_p$. If no valid in-wavelength exists, exit phase 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2: Choose a valid in-wavelength $W_j$ which has the smallest void.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3: Reschedule the last burst from $W_j$ to $W_p$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4: Send a special NOTIFY header packet to notify the next node about the change of wavelength of the rescheduled burst.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2.9.** LAUC, ODBR and LAUC-VF fail to schedule new burst 6.

is not invoked when phase 1 fails but when phase 1 is successful.

This algorithm is intended to prevent future data burst dropping by invoking rescheduling every time a burst has been scheduled successfully. In ABR, upon successful scheduling of a burst at $W_p$ in phase 1, rescheduling of one latest burst from some other wavelength $W_i$ to $W_p$ takes place in phase 2 if such a burst exists. Rescheduling is governed by the rule that the void formed when the burst is rescheduled from $W_i$ to $W_p$ is minimum among all possible wavelengths. By doing so, the probability of dropping data bursts that arrive later could be decreased.

Examples as shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 are used to illustrate this algorithm. Figure 2.9 shows two wavelengths and bursts that are being considered. Burst 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 arrive at a node one by one in that order and are scheduled to $W_1$ and $W_2$ at phase 1. When burst 6 arrives, it cannot be scheduled to
any wavelength by LAUC, LAUC-VF, or ODBR. For the same burst arriving pattern, Figure 2.10(a) to (d) show that with ABR, the new burst 6 which would otherwise have been dropped, can be scheduled successfully. This demonstrates that prevention of burst dropping is achieved by using ABR. As shown in Figure 2.10(a), when burst 4 is scheduled to wavelength $W_2$, consideration for rescheduling of one last burst from other wavelength to
current wavelength $W_2$ takes place. Here, the last burst on wavelength $W_1$ is scheduled to wavelength $W_2$ as it conforms to the rule that the void formed after rescheduling is shorter, as shown in Figure 2.10(b). Figure 2.10(c) shows that when burst 5 arrives, it is scheduled to wavelength $W_2$ in phase 1 as it is the latest available wavelength. Finally, burst 6 will be scheduled to $W_1$ at time $t$ of its arrival as shown in Figure 2.10(d). If there are more than one burst on different wavelengths that could be rescheduled to $W_p$, the burst with the smallest void formed after being rescheduled to $W_p$ would be chosen. This is to make sure that the smallest void would be formed every time a rescheduling takes place.

The complexity of ABR is as follows.

- **Phase 1 - Scheduling**: ABR examines the information of one burst on each wavelength. Phase 1 runs in $O(W)$ time in the worst case.
- **Phase 2 - Rescheduling**: Phase 2 has the worst case complexity of $O(W)$ time as well since it examines only the last burst on each wavelength for rescheduling.

The complexity of ABR is approximately two times that of LAUC since it examines only the last burst on each wavelength for rescheduling. Therefore, even for values of $K \geq 3$, ABR is expected to run faster than LAUC-VF whose complexity is $O(KW)$. It therefore has the advantage of low complexity similar to LAUC.

### 2.4.2 Signalling overhead

Additional signalling is needed when rescheduling is successful by using ODBR or ABR. This is to notify the next node about the change of wavelength by sending a NOTIFY packet. However, rescheduling does not incur significant signalling overhead for both ODBR and ABR algorithms. The NOTIFY packet is much smaller than the header packet as it needs to carry only the wavelength change information. Also, no complex algorithm is executed upon receiving the NOTIFY packet. Further, a successful reschedule requires a NOTIFY packet to be sent on only one link. Alternatively, without sending extra signalling packet, the information
can be piggybacked to the header packet. It therefore does not incur significant processing time and does not consume significant control channel bandwidth when compared to the computational complexity gain achieved over existing algorithms such as LAUC-VF.

2.4.3 Performance study

The performance of the burst rescheduling techniques is studied via simulation in [43]. A random topology with 32 nodes and 60 bidirectional links is considered. Each link has 8 wavelengths for carrying data traffic. The transmission capacity of each wavelength is approximately 10 Gbps. No FDL buffer is assumed in the network. Network traffic consists of two classes, namely class 1 and class 2. Class 2 traffic is given a higher priority over class 1 traffic by assigning an extra offset time. The performance of ODBR and ABR is evaluated under different traffic loading conditions. The burst arrival rate is measured as the number of bursts arrived per node per microsecond. The range for traffic load is chosen to be from 0.3 to 0.6 so that the burst dropping probability is below 15%.

Figures 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13, indicate that ODBR and ABR have better performance in terms of the overall burst dropping probability and that for class 1, and class 2 traffic, respectively, than LAUC. The dropping probability increases with increasing traffic load as most of the wavelengths are heavily used at high traffic load, therefore, it is less probable for a burst to find an available wavelength. However, as shown in Figures 2.11 and 2.12, the performances of ODBR and ABR are always in between LAUC and LAUC-VF. Particularly, ODBR and ABR perform closer to LAUC-VF at low arrival rates than at high arrival rates. This is because more voids are created at high arrival rates and the rescheduling algorithms consider only the last burst for rescheduling and do not utilize the voids in between the burst as in LAUC-VF.

Figure 2.13 shows that all algorithms have similar dropping performance for class 2 high priority traffic. This is because class
**Fig. 2.11.** Performance of overall traffic under different traffic loading.

**Fig. 2.12.** Performance of class 1 traffic under different traffic loading.
2 traffic have large initial offset time as compared to class 1 traffic, which makes a class 2 burst highly likely to reserve wavelength at the far end on the time line. Therefore, a high priority burst is highly likely to be the last burst and hence not much improvement is achieved by LAUC-VF and the rescheduling algorithms over LAUC.

The simulation study in [43] has also observed the number of header packets that correspond to successful bursts and the number of NOTIFY packets that correspond to successful rescheduling on each of the links. The results show that about 2% and 20% of signalling overhead is incurred by ODBR and ABR, respectively.

Fig. 2.13. Performance of class 2 traffic under different traffic loading.
Ordered Scheduling

2.5.1 High-level description

Unlike other channel scheduling algorithms that are heuristic in nature, Ordered Scheduling\(^2\) [45] is designed to optimise burst scheduling in OBS. In this algorithm, the scheduling of a burst consists of two phases. In the first phase, when a header packet arrives at a node, an admission control test is carried out to determine whether the burst can be scheduled. If the burst fails the test, it is dropped. Otherwise, a reservation object that contains the burst arrival time and duration is created and placed in an electronic buffer while the header packet is passed on to the next node. The buffer is in the form of a priority queue\(^3\) with higher priority corresponding to earlier burst arrival time. The second phase starts just before the burst arrival time. Because of the priority queue, the reservation object of the incoming burst should be at the head of the queue. It is dequeued and a free wavelength is assigned to the burst. A special NOTIFY packet is immediately generated and sent to the next downstream node to inform it of the wavelength that the burst will travel on.

A simple example shown in Figure 2.14 helps to illustrate the main concept of Ordered Scheduling. The left section of the figure shows the order of the incoming bursts and the order of the header packets in the control channel. The middle section shows that the reservation objects are placed in the priority queue in the order of burst arrivals. Finally, the scheduled bursts are shown in the right section of the figure. The node simply dequeues a reservation object from the priority queue and assigns a free wavelength to it. Since the priority queue sorts the reservations according their burst arrival times, all unscheduled reservations will be to the left of the newly dequeued reservation. Therefore, any void it produces on the right has no effect on the schedulability of non-scheduled


\(^3\) A priority queue is a data structure that always has the highest priority element at the head of the queue.
reservations. Thus, any free wavelength can be assigned to the newly dequeued reservation. In the example, a round robin assignment is used because it is the easiest way to implement.

The admission control test for an output link without an FDL buffer is given below.

A burst requesting reservation for the time interval $[t_0, t_1]$ can be scheduled on an output link with $M$ wavelengths if $\forall t \in (t_0, t_1)$, the number of existing reservations containing $t$ is no more than $M - 1$.

(Note: A reservation for interval $[t_0, t_1]$ is said to contain $t$ if $t_0 < t < t_1$)

When an output link is equipped with an FDL buffer, which can be thought of as a collection of fibres (or FDLs) with different lengths, a node has the option of delaying a burst by routing it through one of the FDLs. In this case, the above admission control test is extended as follows. If a burst fails to reserve an output wavelength at its original arrival time $t_0$, the node searches through the FDLs in order of increasing length. Let the length of the FDL
in consideration be $D_{FDL}$. The node first checks if the FDL is free during the interval $[t_0, t_1]$. If the FDL already has another reservation overlapping that interval, the node simply proceeds to the next FDL. Otherwise, it reserves the FDL for that interval. The node then executes the admission control test for the new reservation interval $[t_0 + D_{FDL}, t_1 + D_{FDL}]$. If the test succeeds, the burst is admitted and the search stops. Otherwise, the node undoes the reservation on the FDL and proceeds to the next FDL. If all the FDLs have been searched, the burst is dropped.

It should be noted that passing the admission control test is necessary but not sufficient for a burst to be scheduled. The test guarantees that at any infinitesimal time slot $\delta t$ within the reservation interval $[t_0, t_1]$ of a burst, there exists a free wavelength. However, it does not guarantee that those free time slots are located on the same wavelength for the entire reservation interval, which is required for them to be usable by the new burst. The key to ensure that they are on the same wavelength is to schedule bursts in the order of their arrival times as is done in the second phase using the priority queue.

It can be seen that Ordered Scheduling is similar to Dual-header OBS described in section 2.3. The primary difference between the two schemes is the admission control test. The admission control test is important because it prevents resource wastage due to over-admitting bursts, also known as phantom reservations in Dual-header OBS. In both schemes, header packets are passed on to the next node before scheduling takes place. Thus, without the admission control test, an incorrectly admitted burst will have its header packet forwarded to downstream nodes to make further reservations. However, the node that makes the incorrect admission will not be able to schedule the burst. Without having the optical switch configured for it, the burst will be lost upon arrival and resources reserved at downstream nodes will be wasted.

Ordered Scheduling is optimal in the sense that given some previously admitted burst reservations, if an incoming burst reservation cannot be admitted by Ordered Scheduling, it cannot be scheduled by any other scheduling algorithm. This is because by definition, if a new burst reservation fails the admission control
test, there exists a time slot within its reservation interval in which all the data wavelengths are occupied. Therefore, the only way to schedule the new burst is to preempt some existing reservations.

\subsection*{2.5.2 Admission control test realisation}

The admission control test in section 2.5.1 is presented in continuous form, which may not be practical or feasible to realise. A simple solution would be to divide the time axis into slots. A burst that reserves any portion of a time slot, however small, will be considered as occupying the whole time slot. The admission control routine simply needs to keep track of the number of admitted bursts \( N_{\text{occupied}} \) that occupy each time slot and compare it to the total number of data wavelengths \( M \). A new burst will be admitted only if \( N_{\text{occupied}} < M \) for all the slots it will occupy. This version is referred to in [45] as Basic Ordered Scheduling. It is suitable if the optical switches in the network also operate in a slotted fashion as mentioned in [32]. In that case, the time slots chosen by Ordered Scheduling should simply be set to be the same as the time slots of the underlying optical switches.

The basic slotted approach, however, may degrade the system performance if the underlying optical switches can operate in a truly asynchronous fashion. Due to its discrete nature, it does not consider the case where two bursts can occupy the same wavelength in a slot and thus may lead to unnecessary burst loss. This may be alleviated by having the slot size much smaller than the average burst size. However, that will increase the processing time and/or hardware complexity.

An enhanced version of the above slotted approach is called Enhanced Ordered Scheduling in [45]. Instead of a single number to indicate the number of bursts occupying a time slot, the admission control routine keeps the following three data entities for each time slot:

1. \( N_{\text{total}} \) is the total number of bursts that occupy the slot, whether wholly or partly;
2. *heads* is the list of the start times of the bursts that have the start of their reservation periods fall within the slot, sorted in increasing order; and
3. *ends* is the list of the end times of the bursts that have the end of their reservation periods fall within the slot, sorted in increasing order.

The bookkeeping of the two versions is illustrated in Figure 2.15. In the figure, the slot sizes are exaggerated and the bursts not shown occupy the entire slot. For the basic version, \( N_{occupied} = 16 \). For the enhanced version, \( N_{total} = 16 \) and there are two entries in each of *heads* and *ends*.

When a header packet arrives at a node to request a reservation, the admission control routine pretends that the burst has passed the test and updates the database of all the time slots involved, i.e., the time slots of the burst corresponding to the arriving header packet. \( N_{total} \) is incremented by one for each of the time slots. In addition, for the time slots containing the start or the end of the burst, an entry is added to *heads* or *ends*, respectively. The admission control routine then checks all the involved time slots. For a particular slot, if \( N_{total} \) is larger than the number of wavelengths \( M \), entries in the *heads* list will be matched to those.
in the *ends* list to reduce the number of occupied wavelengths. A pair of bursts are considered matched for a given slot if the start time of the one in the *heads* list is no greater than the end time of the other in the *ends* list. The actual number of occupied wavelengths is $N_{total}$ minus the number of matched pairs. If this number is smaller than $M$ for all the involved slots, the new burst is schedulable and admitted. Otherwise, its header packet is dropped and its information previously inserted in the time slots’ database is removed.

The matching operation is facilitated by the fact that *heads* and *ends* are kept in increasing order. The algorithm simultaneously goes from the beginning to the end on both lists, checking their entries against each other. Let $i$ and $j$ be the current indices on *heads* and *ends*. If $heads[i] \leq ends[j]$ then a match is recorded and $i$ and $j$ are incremented by one. Otherwise, only $j$ is incremented to point to the next larger entry in *ends*. The process is repeated until either $i$ or $j$ passes the end of the list.

The formal description of the algorithm is presented in Table 2.3. Denote $[t_0, t_1]$ as the requested reservation interval; *slot* as the object representing a particular time slot and $s_0$ and $s_1$ as the slots that contain $t_0$ and $t_1$, respectively. Also, let *slot.insert_head(t)* and *slot.insert_end(t)* be the functions that insert $t$ into the sorted lists *heads* and *ends* of *slot*, respectively. The main test procedure uses three sub-functions *insert*(t), *match()* and *remove*(t). The first two sub-functions are presented below the main test procedure while the last one is omitted because it is similar to *insert*(t).

In terms of loss performance, Enhanced Ordered Scheduling is optimal since it fully implements the test in continuous form. Its outperformance compared to the basic version is illustrated in Figure 2.15 where the basic version reports that 16 wavelengths are occupied for the time slot while the enhanced version reports only 15 occupied wavelengths. The disadvantage of the enhanced version is that it is more complex. This will be explored in the next section.
2.5.3 Complexity analysis

Admission control test

The slotted structure of the two admission control implementations is particularly suitable for parallel processing since each slot of a burst is processed independently. Let $S$ be the maximum number of slots in the scheduling window. A simple parallel solution is to have $S$ processing elements in the admission control unit with each processing element responsible for one slot. When a header packet arrives, the processing elements corresponding to the slots covered by the burst will compute the admission control test simultaneously.

The time complexity analysis for the basic and enhanced versions of the admission control test is as follows. For Basic Ordered Scheduling, a processing element needs to perform at most one
comparison and one update of $N_{\text{occupied}}$ per burst. Therefore, the required processing time is constant and takes less than 1 ns assuming a processing speed in the order of $10^9$ operations per second. For Enhanced Ordered Scheduling, the processing element also needs to perform one comparison and one update. In addition, it needs to do the matching operation when necessary. Assuming that the slot size is smaller than the minimum burst size, the number of elements in heads and ends is $M$ in the worst case. So the worst case complexity of the matching operation is $O(M)$. Also, the update of heads and ends at the two slots at the two ends of a burst takes $O(\log M)$. Therefore, the overall worst case time complexity is $O(1) + O(M) + O(\log M) = O(M)$. In a normal case, however, the size of heads and ends is about $M/K$ where $K$ is the average number of slots per burst. Hence, the average complexity is $O(M/K)$ per matching operation. The overall average complexity is $O(1) + O(M/K) + O(\log M) = O(M/K + \log M)$.

As an example, let $M = 256$ and $K = 16$; heads and ends will have about 16 elements on average. A worst case estimate of the processing time is 50 ns, which includes the execution of $\text{match()}$ and $\text{remove}(t_0, t_1)$. The average processing time is much smaller as $\text{match()}$ and $\text{remove}(t_0, t_1)$ are only executed in heavy loading conditions.

The required number of processing elements is inversely proportional to the slot size, or proportional to the average number of slots per burst $K$. Therefore, although Basic Ordered Scheduling has the advantage of fast processing compared to the enhanced version, its drawback is that it requires a much larger number of processing elements to ensure good burst dropping performance. For Enhanced Ordered Scheduling, there is a tradeoff between processing speed and hardware complexity. A small value of $K$ will reduce the required number of processing elements but will lead to longer execution time and vice versa.

For comparison, it is possible to perform a parallel search across the wavelengths to find all the unused wavelengths for LAUC-VF. Then the search results are compared to each other to find the latest available one. These operations can be performed in $O(\log M)$ time, which is better than Enhanced Ordered Scheduling...
and worse than Basic Ordered Scheduling. In terms of hardware complexity, LAUC-VF requires one processing element for each wavelength with each processing element being fairly complex. If the number of wavelengths per link is large, which is usually the case, the hardware requirement for LAUC-VF will be larger than that for Ordered Scheduling.

**Priority queue**

The queueing operations on the priority queue are common to both versions of Ordered Scheduling. Its complexity depends on the specific implementation of the underlying priority queue. Some efficient implementations of priority queues using pipelined heap are reported in the literature [46, 47]. They have $O(1)$ time complexity with regard to queue size. Implemented on conservative technologies such as 0.35-micron and 0.18-micron CMOS, they can achieve up to 200 million queueing operations per second for queues with up to $2^{17}$ entries. The queue size depends on the size of the scheduling window, which in turn depends on offset times and FDL buffer depth, and the burst arrival rate. Note that the above priority queue implementations can accommodate any queue size of practical interest. The queue size only affects the amount of required memory.

**Overall time complexity**

The computational work in admission control and priority queue operations can be pipelined. That is, as soon as the admission control routine finishes with a header packet and passes it to the priority queue, it can handle the next header packet while the first header packet is being enqueued. Therefore, the overall complexity is the maximum of the two parts. With parallel processing, the time complexity for Basic Ordered Scheduling is $O(1)$. The worst case and average time complexities for Enhanced Ordered Scheduling are $O(M)$ and $O(M/K + \log M)$, respectively.

**2.5.4 Performance study**

In [45], a simulation model is used to evaluate the performance of the Ordered Scheduling algorithms. Both versions of Ordered
Scheduling are investigated. The slot sizes are $1 \mu s$ and $0.1 \mu s$ for the enhanced and basic versions, respectively, unless otherwise stated. The reason for the difference in the chosen slot sizes is because the performance of Basic Ordered Scheduling critically depends on the slot size while the performance of Enhanced Ordered Scheduling does not. LAUC-VF operating under the same condition is used for comparison.

The burst assembly algorithm is a simple time-based algorithm with a time limit $T_{\text{limit}}$. There are separate assembly queues for each ingress node and incoming IP packets choose a queue with equal probability. When the first IP packet that forms a burst arrives at an assembly queue, a timer is started from zero. Subsequent IP packets are appended to the assembly queue. A burst will be created when the timer exceeds $T_{\text{limit}}$. In the experiments, $T_{\text{limit}}$ is set such that the maximum burst duration is $2.5 \mu s$. So the average number of slots per burst are approximately 2 and 20 for Enhanced and Basic Ordered Scheduling, respectively.

The simulation study consists of three sets of experiments. The first two sets are carried out for a topology with a single core node. They aim to investigate the effects of traffic conditions and hardware configurations on the performance of the algorithms, respectively. The final experiment set is carried out for an entire network to investigate the effect of network topology on the performance trend among the algorithms.

The simulation topology for the first two sets of experiments is shown in Figure 2.16. There are four ingress nodes and four burst sinks connected to the core node. The burst sinks represent egress nodes in a real network. No burst dropping is assumed on the links between the ingress nodes and the core node. It only occurs on the output links of the core node.

**Effects of traffic conditions**

In this set of experiments, the configuration is as follows. The links connecting the OBS nodes are made up of a single optical fibre per link. Each optical fibre has 8 data wavelengths. The core node has an FDL buffer with 6 FDLs of lengths 5 $\mu s$, 10 $\mu s$, \ldots, 30 $\mu s$. 
Firstly, the effect of varying the offered load to the core node is examined. For this experiment, two offset-based QoS classes with equal loading are used. Class 2 is given higher priority than class 1 by assigning an extra offset of 3 $\mu$s. This offset difference is larger than the maximum burst size so that full isolation between the two classes is achieved. The arrival rate ranges from 3.3 bursts per $\mu$s to 4.15 bursts per $\mu$s, or from 0.74 to 0.92 in terms of offered load. Offered loads lower than 0.74 are not considered because they would make the loss probability of class 2 too small to measure through simulation. On the other hand, offered loads larger than 0.92 would make the loss probability of class 1 too large to be of practical interest.

The simulation results are plotted in Figure 2.17. They show that the burst dropping probabilities increase with increasing offered load, which is expected. Among the algorithms, Enhanced Ordered Scheduling has the best burst dropping performance followed by Basic Ordered Scheduling and then LAUC-VF. This order of burst dropping performance among the algorithms is as expected based on the discussion in the previous sections. The order of performance is the same in virtually all of the following experiments. Note that the differences in performance are greater at lower load. This is because at low load, there are more free wavelengths to choose from to assign to an incoming burst reservation and LAUC-VF is more likely to make suboptimal wavelength as-
assignment decisions due to incomplete knowledge of other burst reservations. Between the two classes, it is observed that the performance improvement of Ordered Scheduling over LAUC-VF is greater for class 2 than it is for class 1. The reason for this is also related to loading. Since full isolation is achieved between the two classes, the effective loading for class 2 traffic is only half of that for class 1 traffic. So as the above reasoning goes, the improvement for class 2 is larger.

The effect of traffic class composition is considered next. The same traffic parameters as above are used except that the overall offered load is fixed at 0.9 and the offered load of each class is varied. As the proportion of class 1 traffic varies from 0 to 1, Figure 2.18(a) shows that the overall traffic loss rate follows a bell-shaped curve, which is slightly tilted towards the left. The burst dropping probabilities peak when the burst rates from the two classes are comparable and are at the lowest at the two extremities where traffic from only one class is present. This effect can be explained from the queueing model point of view. As the traffic composition

---

**Fig. 2.17.** Burst loss probability versus traffic loading
becomes more balanced, more class 1 bursts are preempted by those from class 2. When burst \( B_1 \) from class 1 is preempted by burst \( B_2 \) from class 2, the effective size of \( B_2 \) is its actual size plus the portion already served of \( B_1 \). If the burst size distribution is not exponential, that will increase the effective burst size and the burst loss rates. This negative effect of burst preemption is present in all the algorithms, unlike the fragmentation of the scheduling window that only affects LAUC-VF. Note that at the two extremes when there is only one traffic class, FDL buffers in the core node can still delay bursts and create fragmentation in the scheduling window. Therefore, there are performance differences among the algorithms even when there is only one traffic class.

The loss rates of individual classes are shown in Figure 2.18(b). It is seen that as the proportion of low priority traffic increases, the loss rates of both classes drop. For class 1, preemption by class 2 bursts make up a large part of its burst loss. Therefore, when there is less class 2 traffic, preemption occurs less frequently, which leads to the drop in class 1 burst loss. For class 2, the only cause for burst loss is intra-class contention since it is fully isolated from class 1. Thus, when its traffic rate decreases, contention rate rapidly decreases and so does the burst loss. This result implies that very low burst dropping probability can be achieved for high priority traffic even though the overall utilisation is high.

The final traffic parameter to be investigated is the number of QoS classes. In this experiment, the overall offered load is 0.8 and all traffic classes have equal loading. The overall burst dropping probabilities are plotted in Figure 2.19. It shows that the overall burst dropping probability increases as the number of classes increases. This is as expected because as the number of classes increases, the scheduling window is more fragmented, which results in increasing loss probability. A notable aspect is the large increase in loss probabilities moving from one to two classes. This is caused by the large increase in the degree of fragmentation in the scheduling window when moving from one class to two classes.
Fig. 2.18. Effect of traffic composition on burst loss probability
**Effects of hardware configuration**

In the first experiment, the impact of FDL buffer depth on the performance of the algorithms is studied. Two kinds of data traffic are considered: one with a single QoS class and the other with two offset-based QoS classes. This is because the effects on burst dropping performance are slightly different between having one and two QoS classes. The offered loads for both cases are set at 0.8. The FDL buffer in use consists of a number of FDLs according to the buffer depth. The lengths of the FDLs are regularly spaced starting from 5 $\mu$s with length spacing being 5 $\mu$s.

Figure 2.20 shows that the overall trend is improving loss performance with increasing number of FDLs. This is because when an FDL buffer is introduced, if a node cannot schedule a burst at its original arrival time, the node can try delaying the burst and scheduling it at a later time. The larger the number of FDLs there are in a buffer, the more options the node has in delaying bursts, which improves burst dropping performance. Note also that the curves for LAUC-VF tend to level off. This can be explained by the fact that the scheduling window is increasingly fragmented as...
more FDLs are introduced. For LAUC-VF, this negative effect opposes and neutralises the beneficial effect of having more FDLs, which explains the levelling off of its curve. Ordered Scheduling, on the other hand, is not affected due to its deferment of scheduling decisions. The above effect is more pronounced in Figure 2.20(a) than it is in Figure 2.20(b) because having two offset-based QoS classes already introduces significant fragmentation in the scheduling window so the additional fragmentation caused by more FDLs has less effect.

The impact of slot size on the performance of Basic Ordered Scheduling is studied next. For this and the remaining experiments, input traffic with two QoS classes is used. In this experiment, the loss performance of Basic Ordered Scheduling with different slot sizes is measured at an overall offered load of 0.6 and compared to Enhanced Ordered Scheduling and LAUC-VF. The results are plotted in Figure 2.21. Since the performance of the latter two algorithms is not affected by slot size, their loss curves show up as horizontal lines. On the other hand, as the slot size gets larger, the burst dropping performance of Basic Ordered Scheduling rapidly worsens due to its discrete implementation of the admission control test. At a slot size of 1 µs, which is what is used by Enhanced Ordered Scheduling, the dropping probability of Basic Ordered Scheduling is nearly three orders of magnitude larger than Enhanced Ordered Scheduling. These results confirm the necessity to use much smaller slot sizes for Basic Ordered Scheduling compared to Enhanced Ordered Scheduling.

The final experiment in this section investigates the effects of the number of wavelengths per link on the performance of the algorithms. The performance results of a non-void filling scheduling scheme as described in section 2.2.1 is included. The purpose is to see how its performance compares to those of other void filling algorithms at different numbers of wavelengths. The burst dropping probabilities are measured at an overall offered load of 0.8 and different numbers of wavelengths per link and plotted in Figure 2.22. It shows that the overall trend is decreasing loss probabilities with increasing number of wavelengths per link. This is the direct result of an OBS switch behaving like an $M|M|k|k$ loss system. Observe
Fig. 2.20. Burst loss probability versus buffer depth
also that the performance of the Horizon scheme is poor when the number of wavelengths is low but gets very close to that of LAUC-VF when the number of wavelengths is high. Among the void filling algorithms, the relative performance between Enhanced Ordered Scheduling and LAUC-VF remains the same. However, the relative performance of Basic Ordered Scheduling compared to the enhanced version gradually decreases as the number of wavelengths per link increases. This is also due to the discrete nature of Basic Ordered Scheduling. As a slot handles more and more bursts, the chance that Basic Ordered Scheduling over-reports the number of occupied wavelengths as illustrated in Figure 2.15 increases. From this experiment and the previous one, it is observed that the performance of Ordered Scheduling depends on the ratio between the number of slots per burst and the number of wavelengths per link.

**Simulation study for an entire network**

The three scheduling algorithms are next simulated in a realistic network setting to see if the network topology affects the performance trend among the algorithms. For this experiment, the
topology in Figure 2.23, which is a simplified topology of the US backbone network, is used. The topology consists of 24 nodes and 43 links. The average node degree is 3.6. Shortest path routing is used to determine the transmission paths among nodes and the average hop length of the paths is 3. For simplicity, the propagation delays between adjacent nodes are assumed to have a fixed value of 10 ms. The links are bi-directional, each implemented by two uni-directional links in opposite directions.

The input traffic and hardware configuration for each node remain the same, i.e., two offset-based QoS classes, eight wavelengths per link and six FDLs per output link at each node. Each node has 23 separate assembly queues, one for every other node. An incoming IP packet to a node enters one of the queues with equal probability. The IP packet arrival rates are the same for every node. The header packet processing time per node is assumed to be $\Delta = 1 \mu s$. For a path with $H$ hops, the initial offset times assigned for bursts of classes 1 and 2 are $\Delta \cdot H \mu s$ and $\Delta \cdot H + 3 \mu s$, respectively.
The burst dropping probabilities for the algorithms are plotted against the offered load to the network. The offered load is measured in terms of the number of departing bursts per node per $\mu$s. The simulation results are shown in Figure 2.24. It is observed that the performance trend is similar to that in Figure 2.17. The order among the algorithms remains the same, i.e., Enhanced Ordered Scheduling has the best performance, followed by Basic Ordered Scheduling and LAUC-VF. Note that the arrival rates used in this experiment are much smaller than those used in Figure 2.17 but the ranges of the burst dropping probabilities are approximately the same. This is because in a network environment, many paths may converge at some nodes, causing bottlenecks. The offered loads to those bottlenecked nodes are much larger than the average offered load to the network and most of the burst loss in the network is concentrated there.
Fig. 2.24. Average burst loss probability for NSFNET versus average network load
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